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To what degree can the implicit recognition of an object’s motor
affordance bias visual attention1–3? Viewing tools, pictures of
tools, or even the names of tools activates premotor cortex inde-
pendent of an observer’s intention to act4,5. This suggests that
when a tool’s representation is primed by visual input, the motor
program used for grasping that tool becomes primed as well6,7.
Given such interplay between vision and action, it has been debat-
ed whether selection for an object-specific motor program has a
feedback influence on visual attention8,9. To address this issue,
we investigated whether implicit recognition of action-related
object attributes can lead to an orienting of visual spatial attention
to the locations of graspable objects.

Our study design was predicated on an object competition
model10,11. Participants maintained fixation while two task-irrel-
evant objects were presented, one in each upper visual hemifield
(Fig. 1a). The objects were from a canonical set of line drawings12

and remained on-screen as the participant waited for a target to
be superimposed over one of the two objects. Participants were
instructed to ignore the objects and make a manual response sig-
naling the target location. The participants did not know that the
objects came from two different categories (Fig. 1b). The tool
category contained the kinds of items previously shown to acti-
vate motor schemata in cortex (such as utensils)4,5; the non-tool
category contained items far less likely to be associated with
motor schemata (such as animals). Given the prediction that the
activation of an object-specific motor schema will bias cortical
processing systems toward that object13, we asked whether these
biases would include an automatic orienting of visual spatial
attention to the object’s location.

We examined the event-related potentials (ERPs) elicited by the
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Visually guided grasping movements require a rapid transformation of visual representations into
object-specific motor programs. Here we report that graspable objects may facilitate these visuomotor
transformations by automatically grabbing visual spatial attention. Human subjects viewed two task-
irrelevant objects—one was a ‘tool’, the other a ‘non-tool’—while waiting for a target to be presented in
one of the two object locations. Using event-related potentials (ERPs), we found that spatial attention
was systematically drawn to tools in the right and lower visual fields, the hemifields that are dominant
for visuomotor processing. Using event-related fMRI, we confirmed that tools grabbed spatial attention
only when they also activated dorsal regions of premotor and prefrontal cortices, regions associated
with visually guided actions and their planning. Although it is widely accepted that visual sensory gain
aids perception, our results suggest that it may also have consequences for object-directed actions.

target as a function of trial type: tool-left or tool-right. Spatial atten-
tion is reflected in the amplitude of the lateral occipital P1 (posi-
tive, early) component of the visual evoked potential: when spatial
attention is oriented to a non-foveal location in the visual field, the
P1 component elicited by a stimulus in that location is larger in
amplitude, relative to when attention is oriented elsewhere in the
visual field at the time the stimulus appears14. This effect has been
attributed to attention-related increases in sensory gain in extras-
triate visual cortex15. As such, the amplitude of the P1 will para-
metrically increase with the amount of attention allocated to the
location of the ERP-eliciting stimulus16,17. Systematic changes in
the amplitude of the P1 can thus be interpreted as indicating
whether or not spatial attention was oriented to a particular location
in the visual field.

The first experiment we report here was based on the P1 mea-
sure and showed a visual field asymmetry in the influence of gras-
pable objects on spatial attention. The P1 elicited by targets in the
right visual field were larger on tool-right than on tool-left trials,
whereas no effect of trial type was observed for targets in the left
visual field (Fig. 2). A second ERP experiment supported the
hypothesis that this asymmetry was linked to right and lower visu-
al hemifield dominance for visuomotor processing. We confirmed
this proposal in a third experiment using event-related fMRI,
which showed that motor-related regions of premotor and parietal
cortices were activated during tool-right but not tool-left trials.

RESULTS
Experiment 1
Twenty-four right-handed volunteers participated. Reaction times
(RTs) to the targets are reported in Table 1 (top), and discrimi-
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nation accuracy was above 0.90 across all conditions and partic-
ipants. Measuring the peak amplitude of the lateral occipital P1
elicited by the target (Fig. 2 and Table 2, top), we found an inter-
action (F1,23 = 11.16, P < 0.01) between the visual field of the tar-
get (left versus right) and the trial type (tool present versus absent
in the target location). No main effects of target visual field or
trial type were observed. These results suggested that there was
an increase in sensory gain at the tool location, but only for tools
in the right visual field.

Experiment 2
We hypothesized that the visual field asymmetry in experiment 1
might be tied to the functional neuroanatomy underlying action-
related processes in cortex. In particular, the representation and
planning of motor actions show a lateralization to the left cerebral
hemisphere18,19. In the context of a bilateral display, this suggests
that a right visual field advantage may exist for the recognition
of action-related object attributes20. However, action-related
asymmetries are not limited to the lateral visual hemifields—
there is also a lower hemifield advantage in directing visually
guided actions relative to the upper hemifield21. This suggested

that we could replicate the basic result of experiment 1 while pre-
dicting an asymmetry in gain effects favoring the lower visual
hemifield. To test this possibility, we conducted a second ERP
experiment that differed from the first only in that the object
locations were centered above and below fixation on the vertical
meridian. The trial types of interest were thus ‘tool-upper’ and
‘tool-lower’, with the prediction that there should be a greater
effect of the tool on sensory gain on tool-lower trials.

Thirteen right-handed volunteers participated. RTs to the tar-
gets are reported in Table 1 (middle), and discrimination accu-
racy was above 0.85 across all conditions and participants.
Measuring the P1 elicited by the target (Fig. 3 and Table 2, bot-
tom), an interaction was again found (F1,12 = 8.61; P < 0.05)
between the visual field of the target (upper versus lower) and
the trial type (tool present versus absent in the target location).
There was also a main effect of target visual field (F1,12 = 18.66; 
P < 0.001), indicating an overall larger P1 in the upper visual
field. No main effect of trial type was found. Although gain
seemed to be increased at the tool location in both visual hemi-
fields, the effect was biased toward the lower hemifield. These
results were thus consistent with the proposal that the asymme-
try observed in experiment 1 was at least partially driven by
known visual field asymmetries in visuomotor processing.

Experiment 3
We then wanted to confirm that spatial attention was drawn
toward graspable objects in the right but not left visual field
because of a right visual field advantage in the processing of
object-specific motor affordances. An alternative explanation is
that the asymmetry in the P1 effect, as observed in experiment 1,
could have simply resulted from cerebral hemispheric asymme-
tries in the sensory-level processing of different spatial frequen-
cies. Although the spatial frequency of the target itself remained
constant across all trial types, we could not eliminate the possi-
bility that low-level interactions between the target and the object
type over which the target was superimposed (tool versus non-
tool) may have systematically altered the effective spatial fre-
quency of the target at the time of its presentation (for example,
due to overlapping features). The concern here is that interac-
tions occur between the spatial frequency of an ERP-
eliciting stimulus and the cerebral hemisphere from which an

Tool-right

Tool-left

No tool

Both tool

Trial types

Time

 100
 ms

 400
 ms

650–850
 ms

Trial sequence

 2,500
 ms

 2,500
 ms

Fig. 1. Display and trial types. The timing and sequence of events on
each trial (a), and the different trial types, as defined by the tool location
in the display (b).

T5 T6

OL OR

Target in left VF

T5 T6

OL OR

2 µv 100 200
ms

Target in right VF

Tool-right

Tool-left

2 µv 100 200
ms

Tool-right

Tool-left

Fig. 2. The lateral occipital P1 by condition from experiment 1, aver-
aged across participants. (a) When the target was in the left visual field,
the amplitude of the P1 elicited by the target was unaffected by the trial
type (blue boxes). (b) When the target was in the right visual field, the
amplitude of the P1 elicited by the target was larger on tool-right trials,
relative to tool-left trials (yellow boxes).

Table 1. Mean reaction times (in ms) by experiment,
averaged across participants.

Visual field Location of tool Significant
Experiment of target in display effects*

Tool-left Tool-right

1 Left 287 286

(ERP) None

Right 285 284

Tool-upper Tool-lower

2 Upper 371 377

(ERP) VF

Lower 374 364 Tool × VF

Tool-left Tool-right

3 Left 412 421

(fMRI) None

Right 422 413

*Effects are reported at P < 0.05. VF, visual field.

a b a b
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ERP is recorded that systematically affect the morphology of sen-
sory-evoked ERP components22,23. One could thus postulate that
the results from experiment 1 had their causal explanation root-
ed in hemispheric asymmetries in the sensory processing of spe-
cific spatial frequencies, rather than as an effect attributable to
visual field asymmetries in visuomotor processing.

Importantly, these competing possibilities could be directly
tested using fMRI. If motor affordances were being preferential-
ly recognized in the right visual hemifield, activation in motor-
related regions of cortex should be greater on tool-right trials
than on tool-left trials4,5. Conversely, such a data pattern would
not be expected if the findings from experiment 1 were simply
driven by sensory-level spatial frequency confounds. To resolve
this issue, we carried out a third experiment using event-related
fMRI in a task design that was essentially identical to that used
in experiment 1, but with the following exceptions: (i) targets
were presented on only 28.5% of the trials to allow us to restrict
data analysis to trials that did not engender a manual response,
and (ii) equal numbers of tool-left, tool-right, no-tool and both-
tool trials were included to facilitate direct statistical compar-
isons between trials with and without tools in the display.

Fourteen right-handed volunteers participated. RTs to the
targets are reported in Table 1 (bottom), and discrimination
accuracy was above 0.95 across all trial types and participants.

Analysis of the fMRI blood oxygen level–dependent (BOLD)
signal was based on a regions of interest (ROI) approach. Our
ROI criterion followed from three lines of evidence. First, both
ventral (PMv) and dorsal (PMd) premotor cortices have been
shown to activate when viewing pictures of tools, an effect linked
to the visual priming of object-specific motor schemata4,5. Sec-
ond, it is believed that PMd and the prefrontal region immedi-
ately rostral to PMd (pre-PMd) are integral to higher-level
aspects of action and its planning, including the formation of
visuomotor associations24. Third, our model stipulated that
visuomotor processing influences the orienting of spatial atten-
tion. Given that both visuomotor25,26 and attentional control27,28

networks include projections from precentral brain regions to
parietal cortex, our model predicted that we should see a sig-
nificantly greater BOLD response in parietal cortex on tool-right
relative to tool-left trials. As a result, we restricted consideration
of the fMRI data to voxel clusters in these regions of prefrontal,
premotor and parietal cortices.

We first determined the regions of cortex showing an event-
related BOLD response for each of the three trial types of inter-
est, respectively: tool-left, tool-right and no-tool (data from
both-tool trials were not analyzed because any ROI activations
on these trials could not be uniquely attributed to a specific
tool). The only significant ROI voxel clusters were found bilat-
erally in the PMd and intraparietal lobule (IPL) and in right
pre-PMd during tool-right trials (Fig. 4 and Table 3). To iso-
late ROI activity uniquely associated with tools, we then direct-
ly compared the BOLD response on tool-left and tool-right
trials, respectively, to the no-tool trials. Significant voxel clusters
were found bilaterally in the PMd/pre-PMd regions and in right
IPL in the tool-right > no-tool contrast, and in the left PMd
region in the tool-left > no-tool contrast (Fig. 5a and Table 3).
As a final analysis, we directly compared BOLD responses on
the tool-left and tool-right trials. This pair of contrasts revealed
that bilateral regions of pre-PMd and IPL cortex had signifi-
cantly larger BOLD responses during tool-right trials relative
to tool-left trials, whereas only a small cluster in the medial pre-
motor (or pre-SMA) region had a significantly larger BOLD
response during tool-left trials relative to tool-right trials 

Target in upper VF

T5 T6

OL OR

2 µv 100 200
ms

Target in lower VF

T5 T6

OL OR

2 µv 100 200
ms

Tool-lower

Tool-upper

Tool-lower

Tool-upper

Fig. 3. The lateral occipital P1 by condition from experiment 2, aver-
aged across participants. (a) When the target was in the upper visual
field, the amplitude of the P1 elicited by the target appeared larger on
tool-lower relative to tool-upper trials (blue boxes). (b) When the tar-
get was in the lower visual field, the amplitude of the P1 elicited by the
target was significantly larger on tool-lower trials, relative to tool-upper
trials (yellow boxes).

Table 2. Peak amplitude of the P1 ERP component from
experiments 1 and 2, averaged across participants 
(in µV ± s.e.m.)*. 

Experiment 1
Location of tool in display

Visual field of
target Electrode Tool-left Tool-right

OL 4.16  ± 0.31 4.14  ± 0.31
OR 3.90  ± 0.38 3.95  ± 0.36 

Left
T5 3.52  ± 0.32 3.61  ± 0.29
T6 3.01  ± 0.30 3.10  ± 0.29
OL 2.66 ± 0.36 3.03 ± 0.34
OR 4.40 ± 0.27 4.91 ± 0.32

Right 
T5 2.21 ± 0.33 2.34 ± 0.33
T6 3.59 ± 0.25 3.94 ± 0.27

Experiment 2
Location of tool in display

Visual field of
target Electrode Tool-upper Tool-lower

OL 4.54  ± 0.61 4.92  ± 0.68
OR 4.78  ± 0.45 5.08  ± 0.52

Upper
T5 3.31  ± 0.48 3.71  ± 0.53
T6 3.39  ± 0.25 3.68  ± 0.33

OL 2.54 ± 0.43 2.88 ± 0.35
OR 1.56 ± 0.49 2.17 ± 0.39

Lower
T5 2.22 ± 0.26 2.50 ± 0.25
T6 1.62 ± 0.39 2.27 ± 0.37

*Values were measured relative to a 200 ms pre-stimulus baseline.

a b
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(Fig. 5b and Table 3). In sum, given that the spatial extent of
ROI activity was significantly greater during tool-right relative
to tool-left trials at all three levels of analysis, the data thus sup-
ported the proposal that the visual field asymmetry observed
in experiment 1 could be explained in relation to a right visual
field advantage in visuomotor processing.

DISCUSSION
Our ERP findings converge on the conclusion that graspable
objects have the capacity to draw visual spatial attention to their
locations, even if those objects are irrelevant to current behav-
ioral goals. However, spatial attention was only drawn to tools
when they were in the right visual hemifield. We hypothesized
that this laterality was associated with visual field asymmetries
in the processing of action-related object attributes, a possibility
supported by our event-related fMRI data. The collective results
thus suggest that the implicit recognition of action-related object
attributes can bias object competition—and visual spatial atten-
tion—toward graspable objects13. From a broader perspective,
the effects of spatial attention on visual sensory gain have previ-
ously been associated with factors such as willful decisions about
where to orient attention29, sudden events that capture atten-
tion30 and perceptual task demands that narrow the focus of
attention31. It now appears that visuomotor biases are also capa-
ble of modulating location-specific visual sensory gain.

Given these conclusions, a number of important questions
follow. First, if motor affordances were being implicitly recog-
nized in the tools, what is the underlying nature of the recogni-

tion process? It has been proposed that recognition involves acti-
vating semantic knowledge of motor use that has been linked to
an object representation through experience4–7. However, it is
also possible that recognition of affordances may not complete-
ly depend on object-specific motor knowledge. Indeed, although
the tool and non-tool objects were equated for complexity and
familiarity (Methods), a comparison of the mean images of these
two object categories revealed that tools tended to be, on aver-
age, long and narrow in shape while non-tools tended to be more
symmetrical about their central axis. This raises the possibility
that recognition of a motor affordance may occur for any object
that conforms to a grasp-appropriate shape, independent of
whether or not that object has been previously associated with
an idiosyncratic motor pattern. If so, it becomes interesting to
consider whether right visual field advantages in visuomotor pro-
cessing may be influenced by cerebral asymmetries in process-
ing spatial frequencies, with the left hemisphere preferring higher
spatial frequencies relative to the right32. 

Second, under conditions where the ERP data indicated that
attention had been oriented to the tool location, why were atten-
tion effects not always observed in the RT data? In particular, ori-
enting visual attention to a spatial location typically decreases
RTs to targets in that location, relative to targets presented in
unattended locations33. Instead, however, we found a dissocia-
tion between the ERP and RT data. Given that action-related
objects will activate motor schemata specific to their use, we sus-
pect that RTs were being affected by response interference
between the activated motor schema and the need to make a

Table 3. Significant voxel clusters in prefrontal, premotor and parietal cortices from experiment 3.

Talairach coordinates50 Anatomical locus
Contrast x y z k t BA Gyrus
Tool-right > –12 21 34 32 6.14 32 Left anterior cingulate
Baseline 51 19 30 121 5.73 9 Right middle frontal

–44 8 46 30 5.45 6 Left middle frontal
–4 19 36 10 4.71 32 Left anterior cingulate
53 –51 32 123 5.91 40 Right IPL

–53 –50 32 60 5.57 40 Left IPL 
Tool-left > –28 –5 65 17 4.66 6 Left superior frontal 
no tool –6 10 47 10 4.46 6 Left medial frontal
Tool-right > 36 21 40 70 6.45 8 Right middle frontal
no tool 36 4 48 17 6.45 6 Right middle frontal

22 –6 44 29 5.89 6 Right middle frontal
–57 7 29 16 5.43 6 Left precentral
–8 6 44 16 4.75 24 Left anterior cingulate

–44 8 46 21 4.63 6 Left middle frontal
50 –37 33 32 5.50 40 Right IPL 
42 –42 45 15 4.67 40 Right IPL 

Tool-left > 2 11 58 14 4.85 6 Right superior frontal
tool-right
Tool-right > –14 31 33 1323 9.56 6 Left medial frontal
tool-left 28 16 49 1208 6.43 8 Right superior frontal

16 11 34 10 4.40 32 Right anterior cingulate
57 –33 48 31 5.97 40 Right postcentral 

–42 –41 33 100 5.86 40 Left IPL 
53 –56 42 207 5.32 40 Right IPL

There were no significant clusters in the ROIs in the tool-left > baseline contrast. The t-values are for the statistical maxima within each cluster, the minimum
cluster size reported (k) was 10 voxels, and all contrasts are reported at P < 0.001 (uncorrected). BA, Brodmann’s area; IPL, inferior parietal lobule.
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manual response that, in all likelihood, was incompatible with
that schema. Consistent with this possibility, recent ERP evidence
has shown that RTs to targets at attended locations may show no
evidence of attentional facilitation if the target requires an unex-
pected response, even though systematic modulations in P1
amplitude indicate that there was an increase in sensory gain at
the target’s location34.

Third, if visuomotor processes are influencing visual senso-
ry gain, what is the cortical network underlying this modulato-
ry capacity? Attention to motor planning has been linked to
activity in the left anterior supramarginal gyrus of the IPL19,35.
Not only do the results from experiment 3 indicate that this
region was activated under conditions associated with increased
sensory gain at the tool location, but the homologous region in
the right cerebral hemisphere was involved as well. Interesting-
ly, however, these bilateral IPL activations were more inferior
and anterior to the parietal regions typically associated with the
volitional control of spatial attention27,28. This suggests that
although spatial attention was being influenced by graspable
objects in the right visual field, the effect did not depend on
engaging more dorsal parietal regions subserving the top-down
control of attentional orienting. Our data are thus consistent
with the proposal that visuospatial attention is labile to modu-
lation by two dissociable parietal-premotor networks, one linked
to executive attentional control and one to motor-related influ-
ences—a proposal that has been previously supported by neu-
ropsychological evidence36–38.

Fourth, what are the different levels at which visual selective
attention may interact with visuomotor processing? On the one
hand, the motor affordance of an object must first be recognized,
a process that likely involves attention to specific object features.
For example, the ability of a parietal patient to use action-defined
targets to perform a visual search task is reduced when the tar-
get object in question has a handle that is oriented away from the
patient39. This and related findings in normal subjects3 indicate
that feature-level attention clearly interacts with motor affor-
dance recognition. In turn, it seems that once a motor affordance
is recognized, this can affect attentional selection at the level of
whole objects. Visual extinction patients, for instance, are more
likely to report awareness of two objects in a display if those
objects are spatially arranged in a manner consistent with their
combined use (a corkscrew near the top rather than the bottom
of a bottle)38. Our findings are consistent with visuomotor-driven
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Fig. 4. fMRI BOLD response as a function of trial type, averaged across
participants. Data are shown on the single-subject rendered brain pro-
vided with SPM99, thresholded at P < 0.001 (uncorrected), with a mini-
mum cluster size of 10 voxels. Significant voxel clusters were found in
PMd, pre-PMd and IPL on tool-right trials only. Statistics and coordi-
nates for all relevant clusters are reported in Table 3. R, right; L, left; 
A, anterior; P, posterior.

Fig. 5. fMRI BOLD response as a function of contrast, averaged across
participants. Data are shown on the single-subject rendered brain pro-
vided with SPM99 (thresholded at P < 0.001 (uncorrected), with a mini-
mum cluster size of 10 voxels). (a) Areas showing a larger BOLD
response on tool-left and tool-right trials, relative to no-tool trials (left).
On the right are plotted the percent signal change as a function of trial
type within the clusters circled in the tool-right > no-tool contrast on
the left. These plots suggest that the differential effect in these clusters
was driven by a response only in the tool-right trials. (b) Areas showing
a larger BOLD response on tool-right trials relative to tool-left trials,
and vice-versa (left). On the right are plotted the percent signal change
as a function of trial type within the clusters circled in the tool-right >
no-tool trials. These plots suggest that the differential effect in these
clusters was driven by both an increased response on tool-right trials
and an inhibitory response on tool-left trials. Statistics and coordinates
for all relevant clusters are reported in Table 3. R, right; L, left; A, ante-
rior; P, posterior.

a

b
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selection at this level. When the tool’s motor affordance was rec-
ognized in the right visual field (experiment 3), this was associ-
ated with selection for objects in that location as measured by
systematic increases in visual sensory gain (experiment 1).

Finally, why might visual sensory gain be susceptible to mod-
ulation by visuomotor processing? Gain control has typically
been linked to perceptual acuity15,26, yet vision subserves action
as well as perception40. Taken in this light, our data suggest that
sensory gain may have consequences for both aspects of vision.
Object-oriented visuomotor transformations require making a
series of non-trivial computations in rapid succession: both ego-
centric and allocentric spatial reference frames must be estab-
lished41, grip aperture must be scaled to the size and shape of the
object42,43, and the reaching movements used to bring the hand
to an object must be accurately programmed44–46. Increased sen-
sory gain may not only aid visual perception per se, but it may
also facilitate the programming of these action-related parameters
once a graspable object has been recognized and has drawn atten-
tion to its location.

METHODS
Task design. All procedures and protocols were approved by the Com-
mittee for the Protection of Human Subjects at Dartmouth College, and
all participants gave their informed written consent. Stimulus timing
parameters for experiments 1 and 2 are shown in Fig. 1. Stimuli were
presented on a color video monitor using VAPP stimulus presentation
software (http://nilab.psychiatry.ubc.ca/vapp/). Participants signaled the
target location by making a button press with the left thumb for targets
in the left (and upper) visual hemifield, and by a button press with the
right thumb for targets in the right (and lower) visual hemifield. Partic-
ipants were run in a total of 15 trial blocks of 64 trials each. Half of the tri-
als in each run had a short interval between object and target presentation
(SOA of 100–300 ms instead of 650–850 ms), a control condition includ-
ed to ensure that participants would immediately attend to the stimulus
display once the objects were presented (see below). Within each run,
there were 24 trials each of the tool-left/upper and tool-right/lower trials,
and 8 trials each of the no-tool and both-tool trials, equally split between
the two SOA conditions. Trial numbers were skewed toward the tool-left
and tool-right trials to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio of the target
ERPs elicited on these trials. Targets were presented on every trial and
appeared with equal frequency over the left and right objects within each
run and within each trial type. The objects and target were presented in
black against a gray background. The target was a square wave grating
of 2 cycles/°, forming an approximately 1° square. The objects were from
a well-known set of black-and-white line drawings12, never exceeded ∼2°
in width or height, and were presented ∼3° from center fixation in the
given visual hemifield. There were 50 different objects in each of the two
object categories, and based on ratings provided with the original refer-
ence12, tools and non-tools were equated for complexity (2.49 versus
2.59, respectively) and familiarity (both 3.60). Scales for both familiari-
ty and complexity were from 1 (very unfamiliar, very simple) to 5 (very
familiar, very complex). On each trial, the appropriate objects were ran-
domly drawn from their category with replacement. Importantly, post-
experiment debriefing confirmed that all participants remained naive as
to the distinction in object categories.

The following changes were made to the above paradigm to accom-
modate event-related fMRI. Each participant performed six functional
runs. Each functional run began and ended with 20 s of fixation-only
‘rest’ and had a total of 84 trials equally divided among tool-left, tool-
right, no-tool and both-tool trials; 24 of these trials (28.5%) had targets
(three targets for each combination of trial type and target location).
Randomly interspersed with the trials were 27 fixation-only intervals
equally split among one, two and three TRs in duration. Finally, only one
object-target SOA was used (750 ms) in order to maximize the number of
trials used for estimating the event-related hemodynamic response for
each trial type.

ERP recording and analysis. Scalp potentials were recorded from a 17-
electrode array mounted in the posterior region of a custom elastic cap.

All electroencephalographic (EEG) activity was recorded relative to the
left mastoid, amplified at a gain of 50,000 with a band-pass of 0.1–30 Hz
(half-amplitude cutoffs) using a Grass Instruments (Quincy, Massachu-
setts) Model 12 Neurodata Acquisition System, and digitized on-line at a
sampling rate of 256 samples/s. To ensure proper eye fixation, vertical
and horizontal electro-oculograms (EOGs) were also recorded, the ver-
tical EOG from an electrode inferior to the right eye, and the horizon-
tal EOG from electrodes on the outer canthi. All electrode impedances
were kept below 5 kΩ throughout recording. Off-line, computerized arti-
fact rejection was used to eliminate trials during which detectable eye
movements (>1°), blinks, muscle potentials or amplifier blocking
occurred. For each subject, ERPs for each condition of interest were aver-
aged into 3,000 ms epochs, beginning 1,500 ms before the onset of the
time-locking stimulus. Subsequently, all ERPs were algebraically re-
referenced to the average of the left and right mastoid signals, convolved
with a low-pass Gaussian filter (25.6 Hz half-amplitude cutoff) to elim-
inate high-frequency artifacts in the waveforms, and convolved with a
single-pole high-pass filter to remove slow drift and DC components.
Statistical analyses were restricted to the data from lateral occipital scalp
sites OL, OR, T5 and T6, the locations where the visually-evoked P1 is
maximal. A repeated-measures ANOVA was performed, based on mea-
suring—for each target location, trial type and electrode site—the ampli-
tude of single-subject P1s at the latency of the P1 peak in the
grand-averaged waveform. All amplitude measures were relative to a 
200 ms pre-stimulus baseline; separate analyses of these baselines showed
that baseline variances did not statistically differ between conditions of
interest. ERP waveforms for the targets from the short SOA conditions
were not analyzed because of excessive response overlap from the tem-
porally adjacent presentation of the objects.

fMRI recording and analysis. fMRI data were collected using a 1.5T Signa
scanner (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) with a fast gradi-
ent system for echo-planar imaging (EPI). Dense foam padding was used
for head stabilization. Scanning was performed in a darkened room, with
visual images rear-projected to a screen behind the participant’s head
and viewed via a headcoil-mounted mirror. EPI images were acquired
using a gradient-echo pulse sequence and interleaved slice acquisition
(TR = 2,500 ms, TE = 35 ms, flip angle = 90°, 25 contiguous slices at 
4.5 mm skip 1 mm, in-plane resolution of 64 × 64 pixels in a FOV of 24
cm). Each functional run began with four 2 s ‘dummy’ shots to allow for
steady-state tissue magnetization. A total of 172 EPI volumes were col-
lected in each functional run. High-resolution, T1-weighted axial images
were also taken of each subject (TR = 25 ms, TE = 6 ms, bandwidth =
15.6 kHz, voxel size = 0.9375 × 1.25 × 1.2 mm). The beginning of each
trial and fixation-only interval was synchronized to the onset of acqui-
sition for each EPI volume. Data were processed and analyzed using
SPM99 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). For each subject, the EPI
images were corrected for slice timing before correction for motion47.
The EPI and anatomical images were then co-registered and spatially
normalized into MNI stereotaxic coordinates using the filT1.img tem-
plate provided with SPM9948. After normalization, the EPI images were
spatially smoothed using an isotropic 12 mm Gaussian kernel.

The smoothed, normalized single-subject data were analyzed via mul-
tiple regression using the general linear model49. In the regression model,
the six functional runs were treated as a single run with separate linear,
quadratic and cubic regressors included as effects of non-interest for
each of the actual functional runs. Mean (or DC) differences between
functional runs were regressed out by including a constant regressor for
five of the six functional runs. As effects of interest, regressors were
included both for each trial type with targets and for each trial type
without targets, all modeled on the canonical event-related hemody-
namic response function; regressors for temporal derivatives of each of
these trial types were also included. Group-level analyses were based on
a random-effects model using one-sample t-tests. Although the exper-
iment was based on an ROI approach, no small-volume correction was
used during statistical analysis.
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